
HOW TO WRITE A-ONE CHUNK PARAGRAPH

Writing a One/Two Chunk Paragraph. What is a One Chunk Paragraph? Chunk. A chunk is one sentence of concrete
detail and two sentences of commentary.

CM2: This is because the Earth can become negatively and drastically affected world wide. Fact that backs up
the topic sentence. It should be either facts, examples, illustrations, evidence, support, plot references,
paraphrases , citations , quotations, plot summary, etc. What are some new conclusions? Discusses the
relationship between the T. R51 copy into notes. Relates back to your topic sentence with synonyms. It should
prove your opinion form the T. A: It tells the reader why the C. It is important that the commentary explain
how the concrete detail helps prove the writer's point the TS. Narrow down idea so that it will become easier
to argue! This must have a subject and an opinion for the paragraph. Your CD must be evidence, a quote or an
example of character development from the short story. Commentary is an opinion that always follows your
concrete detail. A: It pulls ideas together, and helps the reader see how they are related. Concrete detail CD [
edit ] This sentence is the "what" is happening. A: It show the reader the results of your T. How does it relate
to your T. Walker 2 What is a One Chunk Paragraph? Example 2: CM1: Global warming should be man's
greatest worry. Harry is now a hero to those less fortunate. He has found a place where he belongs and wants
to protect the vulnerable. What should it do? If an author uses the device of suspense correctly, a reader is kept
guessing throughout the entire story. It is the smallest unified group of thoughts that you can write. It guides,
or tells what your paragraph is about. Cannot be another opinion chart! Becomes easier to prove. He cannot
stand someone who picks on others. It should be a concrete detail and should start with 'for example' or a
different transition. It should prove your opinion from the T. In The Most Dangerous Game, the author creates
a sense of uneasiness between the characters on the boat Connell  CM2: This is important because her horrible
life gives her a present, her fairy godmother. Concrete Detail CD Specific details that form the backbone or
core of your body paragraphs. May also take form of a quote! You will comment on your CD! It is all
commentary, does not repeat key words, and gives a finished feeling to the paragraph.


